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described . The method includes acquiring current data from
a wind turbine generator during operation , determining
frequency demodulated signals and amplitude demodulated
signals by frequency demodulating and amplitude demodu
lating the current data , resampling the frequency and ampli

tude demodulated signals corresponding to the current data,
monitoring a frequency spectra of the resampled frequency
and amplitude demodulated signals corresponding to the
current data to identify one or more excitations in the
frequency spectra . In response to identifying one or more

excitations in the frequency spectra at one or more of the
variable fault characteristic frequencies, the method includes
generating and transmitting an alert that indicates that a
wind turbine generator fault is detected .
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DETECTING FAULTS IN WIND TURBINES

measurements of the wind turbine generator by using tradi

tional frequency spectrum analysis methods that have been
well developed for fault detection of rotating machines .
Moreover , the dominant components of current measure
5 ments are the fundamental- frequency component and asso
This application claims priority under 35 U.S.C. ciated harmonics. Therefore, the usable information in cur
$ 119 (e )( 1), to U.S. Provisional Application Ser .No.61/652 , rentmeasurements for wind turbine generator fault detection
has a low signal to noise ratio , which can make
396 , filed on May 29 , 2012 , the entire contents of which are typically
fault detection more difficult .
CROSS -REFERENCE TO RELATED
APPLICATIONS

incorporated herein .

In one implementation , a wind turbine generator fault
detection method is described . The method includes acquir
ing current data from a wind turbine generator during
operation and determining frequency demodulated signals
and amplitude demodulated signals by frequency demodu
15 lating and amplitude demodulating the current data. The
method may also include resampling the frequency and
amplitude demodulated signals corresponding to the current
data . The resampling can include converting a variable 1P
frequency to a constant value , and converting one or more
20 variable characteristic frequencies of at least one identified
wind turbine generator fault into one or more constant
values. The method may also include monitoring a fre
quency spectra of the resampled frequency and amplitude
demodulated signals corresponding to the current data to
25 identify one ormore excitations in the frequency spectra and
in response to identifying one or more excitations in the
frequency spectra at one or more of the variable fault
characteristic frequencies , generating and transmitting an
alert that indicates that a wind turbine generator fault is
30 detected .
In certain implementations , the method can include resa
mpling the acquired current data in which the resampling
includes converting the variable 1P frequency to a constant
value and monitoring a frequency spectra of the resampled
35 current data to detect a wind turbine generator fault. In some
implementations, the wind turbine generator fault is a fault

10

FEDERALLY SPONSORED RESEARCH OR
DEVELOPMENT

This invention was made with government support under

Grant No. DE -EE0001366 awarded by Department of
Energy. The government has certain rights in the invention .
TECHNICAL FIELD

This disclosure relates to detecting faults produced by

wind turbine generators .

BACKGROUND

Wind turbines generate a clean and renewable resource

that can be used to provide sustainable electricity to the
world . The reliability of such wind turbines can be a direct
correlation to proper installation and maintenance of the
turbines. This reliability can be improved upon by using
various condition monitoring methods to ensure device
functionality. For example , detecting broken blades before
the entire wind turbine malfunctions can ensure that damage
to other wind turbine components is minimized .
Detecting faults in wind turbines before damage occurs to
other components can increase the lifespan and /or energy
output capabilities of the turbine . Conventional fault detec

tion techniques typically include using sensors and data

having one or more characteristic frequencies.

acquisition devices that can monitor the operation of the
In some implementations, acquiring current data from the
wind turbines or components in the wind turbines. These wind turbine generator during operation includes measuring
sensors can be mounted on the surface or buried in the body 40 one phase of a stator or rotor current in the wind turbine

ofwind turbine components . During typical use , the sensors
and turbines can be subject to failure due to poor working
conditions, which could cause additional problems with
system reliability and additional operating and maintenance

costs . Early detection of possible failures can ensure that 45

generator. In some implementations, the method can include
using the frequency demodulated signal corresponding to
the current data to calculate a shaft rotating frequency of the

wind turbine generator.
In certain implementations, the method can include using

upsampling and downsampling techniques to resample the
frequency and amplitude demodulated signals correspond
SUMMARY
ing to the current data . In some implementations, the upsam
pling techniques include using a constant upsampling ratio
Methods and systems are described for detecting wind 50 to upsample the frequency and amplitude demodulated
turbine generator faults by analyzing generator currentmea
signals corresponding to the current data . In certain , the
surements. Frequency and amplitude demodulation, resam
method can further include using a variable downsampling
pling , frequency spectrum analysis, and impulse detection step size to downsample the upsampled frequency and
are used to discover and isolate one or more fault compo
amplitude demodulated signals corresponding to the current
nents of the current and to generate a fault identifier. In 55 data, in which the downsampling step size is based at least
general, the measured current can be analyzed through the in part on an estimated shaft rotating frequency of the wind
use ofsignal processing techniques to determine whether or turbine generator.
not a fault or failure is present in the wind turbine generator,
In some implementations, the downsampling step size is
or alternatively , in the wind turbine itself . In some imple
selected to ensure that the sampling frequency of the resa
mentations, there are challenges to using current measure- 60 mpled signals is greater than twice the wind turbine gen
ments for fault detection of wind turbine generators. First , erator fault characteristic frequency .
the characteristic frequencies of faults depend on the shaft
In some implementations, identifying an excitation in the
rotating frequency of the wind turbine generator ( i.e., the 1P frequency spectra at one of the fault characteristic frequen
frequency ). Since the 1P frequency of a wind turbine gen
cies can include implementing an impulse detection method
erator typically varies with the wind speed during wind 65 to discover and isolate a fault component of the at least one
turbine generator operation , it may be difficult to extract identified wind turbine generator fault. In certain implemen
fault signatures directly from the non - stationary current tations , monitoring the frequency spectra of the resampled
such failures occur less often .

US 10,591,519 B2
3

4

frequency and amplitude demodulated signals can include
FIG . 4 is a flow chart of a process for performing a
iteratively calculating the frequency spectra of the resa
frequency spectrum analysis.
mpled frequency and amplitude demodulated signals corre
FIG . 5 is a flow chart of a process for detecting faults in
sponding to the current data. In some implementations , the 5 wind turbine generators .
method can also include locally normalizing the frequency
Like reference symbols in the various drawings indicate
spectra of the resampled frequency and amplitude demodu like elements .
lated signals corresponding to the current data . In some
DETAILED DESCRIPTION
implementations, the method may include using a median
filter to calculate a threshold to determine the excitations in
Wind power generation systemsmay be implemented to
the locally normalized frequency spectra of the resampled 10 provide
power to users connected to the power grid . These
frequency and amplitude demodulated signals correspond systems can
be prone to faults or failures over time based on
ing to the current data .
a
number
of
environmental factors as well as component
In another implementation , a controller configured to failure or wear
in wind turbines or other mechanisms
detect wind turbine generator faults is described . The con 15 associated with the wind power generation system . In gen
troller includes a processor programmed to receive a set of eral, the systems and techniques described in this document
real-time operating current data from a wind turbine gen can monitor wind turbine conditions and detect wind turbine
erator during operation , determine frequency demodulated faults using efficient and highly sensitive signal processing
signals and amplitude demodulated signals by frequency methods performed when the wind turbines are operating in
demodulating and amplitude demodulating the current data , 20 non- stationary conditions. The monitoring can include, but
estimate a shaft rotating frequency of the wind turbine is not limited to , vibration monitoring, current monitoring ,
generator based on the frequency demodulated signal cor temperature monitoring, chemical analysis, acoustic emis
responding to the current data , resample the frequency and sion monitoring , sound pressuremonitoring, and laser moni
amplitude demodulated signals of the current data based on toring. Further analysis can be performed on data collected
the estimated shaft rotating frequency of the wind turbine 25 from any or all of the monitoring described above and such
generator, calculate frequency spectra of the resampled analysis can be used to preemptively discover failures
frequency and amplitude demodulated signals correspond occurring in one or more components of the wind power
ing to the current data, and extract one or more impulses in generation system .
the frequency spectra to detect any wind turbine generator
Implementing fault detection mechanisms for wind tur
30 bines and /or the generators that operate the turbines can
faults in a frequency domain .
In certain implementations, the processor is further pro include the use of direct measurements , sensor output ,
grammed to select a base frequency f, to be an averaged and /or analysis of both . The direct measurements can
value of the estimated shaft rotating frequency. In certain include measurement of signals, inputs , or outputs produced
implementations,the processor is further programmed to use by the turbine components . One example direct measure
a moving window to locally normalize the frequency spectra 35 ment can include measuring the current from the generator
of the resampled frequency and amplitude demodulated for a particular wind turbine. Current-based fault detection
signals corresponding to the current data. In certain imple methods typically measure current used by a control system
mentations, the processor is further programmed to select a that operates a wind turbine or current in the generator itself.
threshold to determine an impulse by using a median filter. These currentmeasurements are generally reliable and eas
In some implementations, the controller can include a 40 ily accessible from the ground level without intruding upon
current sensor configured to generate current data by mea
the wind turbine generators that are situated on high towers
suring one or more stator currents of a permanent magnet and / or installed in remote areas . The measured current can
synchronous generator and measuring one or more rotor be analyzed through the use of signal processing techniques
currents of a doubly -fed induction generator, a low - pass to determine whether or not a fault or failure is present in the
filter configured to receive the generated current data from 45 wind turbine.
the current sensor, and an analog - to -digital converter con
Various signal processing techniques can be used to detect
figured to receive the filtered current data from the low -pass faults with characteristic frequencies (e.g., imbalance faults )
in wind turbine generators . Example techniques can include
filter .
Advantageously , the described systems and techniques classical frequency spectrum analysis , bicoherence analysis,
may provide for one or more benefits, such as a computa- 50 time- frequency analysis , amplitude demodulation , and data
tionally efficient, highly sensitive current-based technique mining. In certain implementations, classical frequency
for using currentmeasurements in online fault detection of spectrum analysis and bicoherence analysis can identify
wind turbine generators which are operating in non-station
imbalance faults based on known characteristic frequencies .
For example , classical spectrum analysis has been applied to
ary conditions.
The details of one or more implementations are set forth 55 detectmass imbalance and aerodynamic asymmetry faults of
in the accompanying drawings and the description below . a wind turbine based on the magnitudes of the 1P frequency
Other features , objects, and advantages will be apparent components in the frequency spectra of the generator and
from the description and drawings, and from the claims.
tower vibration signals acquired from the wind turbine . In
certain implementations, the time-frequency analysis and
DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS
60 amplitude demodulation methods are able to extract fault
signatures from non -stationary signals. For example , con
FIGS. 1A - 1B are conceptual diagrams showing example tinuous wavelet transform , which is a time-frequency
effects of faults in wind turbines .
method ,has been used for blade damage detection of a wind
FIG . 2 is a flow chart of a process for identifying a turbine using multiple non -stationary signals acquired from
generator fault .
65 different points of the damaged blade. However, time
FIG . 3 is a flow chart of a process for detecting one or frequency analysis and amplitude demodulation methods
more impulses in a frequency spectrum .
may not clearly identify imbalance faults from interferences
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that have similar patterns as the faults in the time or fore in some implementations , the vibration of the wind
frequency domain . This is because time-frequency analysis turbine generator due to the centrifugal force generated by
and amplitude demodulation methods have a relatively the imbalance mass is mainly in the horizontal direction at
lower resolution in the frequency domain compared to the 1P frequency. This type of imbalance mass is typically
frequency spectrum analysis methods. In certain implemen- 5 known as an aerodynamic asymmetry between blades .
tations, data mining can be applied for wind turbine condi
Referring to FIG . 1B , the effect of an aerodynamic
asymmetry caused by wind shear is depicted . As shown ,
tion prediction using collected maintenance records.
In various implementations of the systems described in
F wind 120 represents a force of the wind flow affected on the
this document, sensors can also be used to monitor condi blades of the wind turbine generator ; F , 122 represents a
tions, trigger other sensors , or simply alert personnel that a 10 force of the wind flow affected on a blade that is on the top
fault or failure has been detected . Example sensors can of the rotating plane; Fo 124 represents a force of the wind
th

include anything from a temperature sensor to a vibration

flow affected on the blade that is on the bottom of the

faults constitute a significant portion of all faults in wind
turbine generators . A common imbalance fault in wind
turbine generators includes a shaft or blade imbalance . A

namic asymmetry , a blade of the turbine will have a different
F , 122 and F , 124 from the other two blades . As a result, the
acceleration and deceleration of the imbalanced blade pro

and fatigue during the operation of the wind turbine gen
erator. In some implementations, blade imbalances occur
because certain components tend to shift and wear to vary
ing degrees over time. When an imbalance fault occurs on
the shaft of a wind turbine generator, an additional force can 35
be induced in the shaft. In the case of blade imbalance where
the mass distribution of one blade is different from the mass
distribution of the other blades, a rotor mass imbalance can
occur, which may induce vibrations in the shaft rotating
speed of the wind turbine generator. When a blade imbal- 40
ance fault occurs on the shaft of a wind turbine generator, a
torque variation will be induced in the shaft, which in turn
can induce vibrations in the shaft rotating frequency of the
wind turbine generator and generate vibrations of the gen
erator. These vibrations can lead to faults in the wind 45
turbine .
As shown in FIG . 1A , the effect generated by a blade
imbalance fault is illustrated with respect to deceleration and
acceleration . In this example, mr 102 represents an equiva
lent imbalance mass, rr 104 represents a distance between 50
the equivalent imbalance mass mr 102 and a center 106 of
the shaft , and w , 108 represents an angular shaft rotating
speed . In operation , when the equivalent imbalance mass
102 rotates from the top to the bottom of the rotating plane ,
the power of gravity accelerates the shaft . On the other hand , 55
when the equivalent imbalance mass 102 rotates from the
bottom to the top of the rotating plane, the power of gravity
decelerates the shaft. Consequently , the shaft rotating speed
vibrates at the 1P frequency, where 1P represents one power

124 frequencies from the imbalanced blade , a vibration may
also appear at the 2P frequency in the shaft speed signal. In
general, characteristic frequencies of shaft and /or blade
imbalance and aerodynamic asymmetry both appear at the
1P frequency in the shaft speed signal of a wind turbine .

sensor. Such sensors are selected depending on a number of
factors associated with the wind power generation system
and the types of faults that can occur. For example, factors 15
for sensor selection can include particular accuracy require
ments , range /resolution requirements, environmental condi
tions that the sensor will incur, and cost, just to name a few .
Example sensors can include accelerometers, temperature
sensors , pressure /flow sensors, level sensors , proximity sen- 20
sors, biosensors , image sensors, chemical sensors , and /or

rotating plane. The amplitude of F , 122 will generally be
greater than that of force F , 124 due to the effect ofwind
shear , which follows the following power law of U (z )
U (z ) =(z/z.)" , where U (z ) and U ( 27 ) represent wind veloci
ties at a height z and a reference height Zy, respectively and
a represents the power law exponent. The power law
exponent defines a relationship between wind speeds at a
first height and wind speeds at other heights.
In operation , a blade will generally have the largest
mechanical sensors including MEMS (microelectrome acceleration caused by F , 122 and the smallest acceleration
caused by F , 124. Therefore, a vibration at the 3P frequency
chanical sensors) .
FIGS. 1A -1B are conceptual diagrams showing example is produced in the shaft speed by wind shear in a balanced
effects of faults in wind turbines. In general, imbalance 25 wind turbine with three blades. In the case of an aerody

blade imbalance can be caused by errors in manufacturing duce a vibration at the 1P frequency in the shaft speed . If,
and construction , icing , deformation due to aging, or wear 30 instead , the other two blades have different F , 122 and Fo

Therefore , the excitations of the shaft speed signal at the 1P
frequency can be used as a signature for imbalance fault
detection . Signal excitations that occur because of a blade

imbalances and/or aerodynamic asymmetries will be dis
cussed in further detail below .

Systems and methods described in this document can
analyze current signals , vibrations, and other signals asso
ciated with wind turbine generators to determine one or
more wind turbine generator faults . As an example , theo
retical characteristic frequencies in a ball bearing (not
shown ) may include four types of single -point defects in
vibration measurements. These defects can be represented
by the following equations (1 )-(4 ).
f = 0.5.NB:f::(1 + D : cos N/ D .)
f.= 0.5.NB:f::(1 - D , cos OD .)

(2)

fx = 0.5.f,:( D /D ) :( 1- (Dz'cos OD .) )

( 3)

f = 0.5.fr:( 1 -D.cos O/ D .)

(4 )

where f¡ represents the characteristic frequency of an inner
race defect in a ball bearing (not shown ), f, represents the

peak per revolution . This resulting vibration may represent 60 characteristic frequency of an outer -race defect in the ball
bearing, f, represents the characteristic frequency of a ball

a blade imbalance fault.

Due to a larger stiffness in the vertical direction and a
smaller stiffness in the horizontal direction of the wind
turbine generator, the wind turbine generatorwill have more
resistance to deformation or vibration in the vertical direc- 65

tion than in the horizontal direction, in response to the
centrifugal force generated by the imbalance mass. There

defect in the ball bearing, fe represents the characteristic
frequency of a cage defect in the ball bearing; f, is the
rotating frequency of the bearing, which can represented
similarly to the 1P frequency of a wind turbine generator. In
addition , No represents the number of balls in the ball
bearing.
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Modulation of Current Signals in Wind Turbine Generator
Faults
As an example , suppose that a wind turbine generator

ing speed generated by the variable wind power, and rep
resents the amplitude of the excitation in the angular shaft
rotating speed due to the wind turbine generator fault . The

fault leads to a vibration , and therefore a shaft torque terms wr.w and wr., can be expressed as follows:
variation in the generator at a frequency of ffauit. The wind 5
( 15)
Wr.w (t)= (1/1):|[To(t)-Te.o (t)]'dt
turbine generator current signals are frequency and ampli
tude modulated by the shaft torque variation at the corre
( 16 )
Wr.y = 1/( J-27 •ffault)-T
sponding characteristic frequency ffauit, which is shown in
Using equation (7 ) above, the shaft rotating frequency of
the analysis below .

The shaft torque of a wind turbine generator with a fault 10 a wind turbine generator with a fault can be modeled as
shown in equation ( 17 ) below :

can be modeled by T (t).
T (t)= To(t) + T ,, cos( 24 •ffault ()

f (t) =fr-w (t) +fr „, sin (24.ffaultT + 7)

(5 )

( 17 )

In equation (5 ), t represents a time index , T represents the where f (t ) and fr., are represented as shown in equations
torque on the wind turbine shaft , T , represents the torque 15 ( 18 ) and ( 19 ) below .
due to wind power, and T , represents the amplitude of the
( 18 )
fr.w (t) = [wr.o +wr.w (O ]/24
shaft torque variation created by the wind turbine generator
fault . The shaft torque variation has a characteristic fre
( 19 )
fr.v = W ,.,/21
quency of ffault, which can be assumed to be constant in
In the event that the wind turbine generator system is
steady -state operation of the wind turbine generator. The 20 equipped
with a permanentmagnet synchronous generator,
steady-state operation may be represented by a state in the relationship
between the shaft rotating frequency and the
which the shaft speed varies slowly due to variable wind fundamental frequency
f of the stator current signal can be
power .
represented
by
equation
(20) below .
A shaft system of the wind turbine generator may be
represented by a one -mass model in which the motion 25
f (t) = pxft)
( 20 )
equation is given by the following equations (6 ) and (7 ).
The term p represents the number of pole pairs of the
(6 )
permanent magnet synchronous generator. Using equations
J.[do ,(t)/dt] = T (t)-Te(t) -D.w , (t)
(17 ) and ( 20 ), the fundamental frequency of the stator
(7)
0 ,(t) =21: fr (t)
current
signal is represented by equation (21) below .
In equations (6 ) and (7 ), J represents the total inertia 30
(21)
fi (t)= p.fr.w (t)+ p.fr.y sin (21 •ffault't + Q5
constant of the wind turbine generator, w , represents the
Therefore
,
the
stator
current
signal
Cs
of
the
permanent
angular shaft rotating speed of the wind turbine generator,
and do , (t)/dt represents the angular acceleration . In addi magnet synchronous generator can be modeled as shown in
tion , Te represents the electric torque of the wind turbine 35 equation (22) below :
generator and D represents the damping coefficient, which is
Cs(t) = 15 (t)-sin {2 {[P:fr.w (0) +p fry
approximately zero .
(22)
sin ( 21 ffault't + Q ;)]:dr }
If the wind turbine generator with the fault is operated at where the harmonics of the stator current Cs are typically not
steady state , the electric torque Te can be expressed by considered due to their low magnitudes compared to the
equation (8 ) below :
40 fundamental-frequency component. The term I , represents
(8 ) the amplitude of the stator current signal and shows that the
Te(t)= Te.o (t)+ Te.y.cos (24 :ffault't + le)
stator current signal of a direct-drive permanent magnet
where Teo and Te., represent the electric torques induced by synchronous
generator wind turbine is frequency modulated
T , and T „, respectively , Werepresents the phase shift between by the shaft torque
variation generated by the wind turbine
the torque variations in the shaft and in the generator created
by the wind turbine generator fault. The angular shaft 45 generator
fault
.
The amplitude of the voltage E , induced in a given stator
rotating speed can be derived from equations ( 5 ), (6 ) , and (8 ) phase
can be represented as shown in equation (23) below .
to obtain equations (9 ), (10 ), ( 11), and ( 12 ) below .
Es(t)= K - O : fi (t)

do ,(t)/dt= [To(t)-Te.o (r)] J4T;cos(21.ffault't + Q ;)/J
T' cos(24 :ffault't + Q = T , cos(21 ffault't)-Tev.co

(21 •ffault't + Pe)

50

(10 )

T = {[T, -Te..cos(Pe)]²+ [Te.y.sin( Pe)]2} 1/2

(11)

Parctan {[ -Te.y sin ( Q ) ]/[ T ,-Te...cos(4e) ]}

(12) 55

The angular shaft rotating speed can then be calculated by
integrating the right-hand side of equation ( 9 ), which yields
equation ( 13 ) below .
0 ,(t) =W .0+ ( 1/1):|[To(t) -Te.o (0)]•dt+ ( 1/1 :ST ;cos
(21 +Ffault't + Q ) dt

(13)

w ,(t)= Wv.0+ W ... (t)+ W ,.q'sin(2x :ffault't + 47)

( 24 )

erator stator circuit and the external circuit or load to which

the permanentmagnet synchronous generator is connected .
60 According to equations (21), (23 ), and ( 24), the amplitude of
the stator current signal I, can be presented as shown in

equations (25 ), (26 ), and (27 ) below .

below :

where wr.o represents the constant component of the angular
shaft rotating speed , wr.w represents the angular shaft rotat

1s(t)= Eg(t)/\ZZ(0)|

where Z , is the equivalent complex impedance of the gen

Equation (13 ) can be rewritten as shown in equation (14 )
( 14 )

( 23 )

where K is a constant representing the structure of the
permanent magnet synchronous generator and Ø is the total
flux in the permanent magnet synchronous generator. The
amplitude of the phase current I, is represented in equation
(24) below :

65

Is (t) = 1s . (t)+ Is.v (t)-sin (21 :ffault + Qp)
15.. (t)= K -O.p.fr.w (t)/\Z (0)|

( 25)

15. (t) = K -PP :fr. /\ Z ( )

(27)

(26 )
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The above equations show that the stator current signal of erator and the rotor current C , of a doubly - fed induction
the permanent magnet synchronous generator is amplitude generator can be shown by equations (37) and ( 38 ) below .
modulated by the shaft torque variation created by the wind
Cs(t) = 1;(t) -sin [2t?pf (t).dt]
(37 )
turbine generator fault.
In the event that the wind turbine generator system is 5
( 38 )
Cy(t)= 1_(t)-sin {2^ [P:f (t) -fs]•dt}
equipped with a doubly -fed induction generator , the rela Therefore, not only frequency demodulation methods can be
tionship between the shaft rotating frequency and the elec
used to discover the excitations in f (t) related to the wind
trical frequency frotor of the rotor current signal is given by turbine
generator fault , but also amplitude demodulation
equation (28 ) below :
10 methods can be applied to extract the vibrations in Is ( t) or
frotor(t) = pxf (t) -fsyn

(28)

1,(t) created by the wind turbine generator fault.

where p represents the number of pole pairs of the doubly
In a wind turbine generator , information representing
fed induction generator, fyyn represents the frequency of the shaft rotating frequency is typically used for maximum
doubly - fed induction generator stator current, which is nor power point tracking control. The shaft rotating frequency
mally constant at 50 Hz or 60 Hz, for example. Using 15 can be measured by using a position and /or speed sensor,
equations (17 ) and (28 ), the electrical frequency of the rotor e.g., an encoder or resolver, or alternatively, can be esti
mated from the wind turbine generator current measure
current signal can be found as shown in equation (29 ).
ments
using an observer. The shaft rotating frequency is the
(
29
)
frotor (t)= p:fr.w (t)+ p.fr.w.sin (21ffauli't + 9 )-fsyn
frequency demodulated signal of current and can be used for
Therefore, the rotor current signal C , of the doubly -fed 20 wind turbine generator fault detection . A simple method
induction generator can be modeled as shown in equation ( i.e., using an observer ) to demodulate the frequency from
(30 ) below :
current signals may include the phase lock loop method . A
phase lock loop is a closed loop frequency control system
C-(t) = I_ (t)-sin {2af[p.fr.w (t) + p.fr.y sin (27 : fault't + )
which
generates an output signal whose phase is related to
(
30
)
Ísyn ] dt}
the
phase
of an input reference signal. Since frequency is the
where I, represents the amplitude of the rotor current signal. 25 time derivative
of phase , keeping the input and output
This shows that the rotor current signal of a doubly - fed phases in lock step
keeping the input and output
induction generator wind turbine is frequency modulated by frequencies in lock stepimplies
.
Therefore
a phase lock loop can be
the shaft torque variation generated by the wind turbine used to track the frequency of an ,input
signal.
generator fault .
In
some
implementations
,
an
amplitude
The amplitude of the induced rotor voltage E , in a 30 method can be applied to calculate the variabledemodulation
doubly -fed induction generator may be represented by equa Is (t) or I? (t) of current measurements in equationsamplitudes
(37 ) and
tions ( 31 ) and (32 ) below :
(38 ), respectively. For instance , the square law , which is a
E , (t) = - s.Exo

s = -frotor(t)/fsyn

(31)

(32)

35

where s represents the slip of the doubly - fed induction
generator, E ,o represents the magnitude of the induced rotor
voltage at locked - rotor conditions, which is a constant at a
given grid voltage level . The amplitude of the doubly -fed 40
induction generator rotor current I , is represented by equa
tion ( 33 ) below :

1,(t)= E , (t)/|Z, (0)

(33)

where Z , represents the equivalent complex impedance of 45
the doubly - fed induction generator rotor circuit and the
external circuit to which the doubly -fed induction generator
rotor windings are connected . According to equations (28 ),
(31 ), (32 ), and (33 ), the amplitude of the rotor current signal
I, can also be represented as shown in equations (34 ), ( 35 ), 50
and (36 ) below .
1,(t)= 1r.w (t)+1,.„(t)-sin (21ffault't + 27)
Ir.u (t)= E , o?lp fr.w (t) -fsyn ]/[\Z-(1)lfsyn]

( 35 )

Iry(t)= E ,o'p.fr . :/[17,1) lofsyn ]

(36 )

classical method for amplitude demodulation or envelope
detection , can be used to extract the variable amplitudes of

the current signals.
According to equation (25 ), the current signal of a wind
turbine equipped with a permanent magnet synchronous
generator in equation (37 ) can be rewritten as shown by

equations (39 ) and (40 ).

Cs(t)= [Is.w (t) + 15.v (t) sin (24 :ffault't + 1)]'sin [0 (0) ]
0 (t) = 24 •?pf (t).dt

( 39)
(40 )

Continuing with the above example , the square law can be
applied to the signal C , as shown by equation (41) below .
( 41 )
C>(1)< = {[ Is.. (t)+ Is.y(t)-sin (21.ffaulit+ q )]-sin [0 (t)]}?
Equation ( 41) can be rewritten by using trigonometric
functions. The components can then be sorted from low
frequency to high frequency, as shown by equation (42 )
below :

(34 )

Cy(0)•2t=+[Cj1s.w)-15.v2
?(t)/2(t+)1,cos.„2(1[)48/4]•+ffaule1s.w((tt);)tIs.v+ 29(t)]-sin
(21:ffauir(t)
/4+I5.v2 (t).
55

cos [20 (t)-4. •ffault't -297 /8 +Is.w (1)-Is. (t)cos

[20(t)-24 :ffault't -Q ;}/2- [1..w ?(t)/2+15.v2 (t)/4 ].cos
[20 (r)]-15. (t) -Is.vld ) cos [20(t)+24 :ffauirt+ /2 +
15.12 (t) cos [20 (t)+47: ffautit+ 29 ,]/8

(42)
These equations show that the rotor current signal of the
doubly - fed induction generator is amplitude modulated by where the current squared signal (C22 ) represents the ampli
the shaft torque variation created by the wind turbine tude demodulated signal of current C , and the term Is.. (t):
generator fault.
60 Is. (t) sin ( 2. ffaul (t) ºt + Q ) represents an excitation due to the

Current Frequency and Amplitude Demodulation Methods
for Fault Detection
In some implementations, wind turbine generator current
signals are frequency and amplitude modulated by the
vibration generated by a wind turbine generator fault. 65
According to equations (22), (25 ), (30 ) and (34 ) above , the
stator current Cs of a permanent magnet synchronous gen

wind turbine generator fault. The term 15.v2(t) ocos [4t.ffault
(t) ºt + 20 ,]/4 represents the second harmonic of the excitation
in C 2 generated by the wind turbine generator fault. Both
terms can be used for fault detection . Since the fundamental
frequency is typically the dominant component in stator
current signals , the magnitude of Is.. (t) is generally much

larger than that of Is . (t). Therefore, the second harmonic of
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the excitation generated by the wind turbine generator fault be a wind turbine generator imbalance fault. In general, the
has a low magnitude and can be neglected , in this example . process 200 can be performed by a processor, controller, or
Since wind turbine generator faults can lead to both computer system capable of analyzing complex signals . The
frequency and amplitude modulations of current signals , mechanism that performs each of the steps in this method
either a frequency or an amplitude demodulation method can 5 will be referred to as a system , but such a system contem
discover the effect caused by wind turbine generator fault in plates employing a number of processors, computers, sen
current measurements . To improve the accuracy of fault sors, and /or other peripherals. The process 200 can begin by
detection and increase the redundancy and reliability of the acquiring (202 ) current data from a wind turbine generator
fault detection system , both the frequency and amplitude during operation . For example , the current data can be
10 acquired by a server system from a sensormeasuring current
demodulation methods can be applied .
In some implementations, current signals can also be used from a generator operating the wind turbine. In some imple
directly for wind turbine fault detection , and the procedure mentations, the current data can be acquired during opera
of using current signals for wind turbine fault detection is tion of the wind turbine generator by measuring one phase
similar to that of using frequency and amplitude demodu of a stator ( i.e., in a permanent magnet synchronous gen
lated signals corresponding to the current data. However, 15 erator) or rotor ( i.e., in a doubly fed induction generator )
using the demodulated signals for wind turbine generator current in the generator.
fault detection may provide for several advantages . In par
Upon acquiring the current data , the system determines
ticular , using current signals directly in wind turbine gen
(204) frequency demodulated signals and amplitude
erator fault detection processes can result in dispersion of demodulated signals by frequency demodulating and ampli
the total energy of the excitations related to faults into 20 tude demodulating the current data. For example , the current
multiple characteristic frequencies. For example, if stator data typically includes signals with both amplitude portions
current measurements are directly used for wind turbine and frequency portions. The system can perform demodu
generator fault detection, the energy of excitations related to lation techniques on both the frequency portions and the
wind turbine generator faults will disperse to multiple char amplitude portions to retrieve signal information , for
acteristic frequencies. The magnitudes of excitations at these 25 example . In some implementations, demodulated signals
multiple characteristic frequencies may be less outstanding can be used as inputs when calculating other information
than that at the only fault characteristic frequency ffault of the used in fault detection of wind turbine generators. For
current demodulated signals in the frequency domain , for example , the system can use frequency demodulated signal
example.
information corresponding to the acquired current data, from
1P - invariant Frequency Spectrum Analysis
30 step 202 , to calculate a shaft rotating frequency of the wind
Since the fault characteristic frequencies of a wind turbine turbine generator that supplied the current data .
generator vary with the shaft rotating frequency during
At some point during operation , the system can resample
variable - speed operating condition of the wind turbine gen
(206 ) the frequency and amplitude demodulated signals
erator, it can be difficult to extract the fault signatures from corresponding to the current data . The resampling can
the non -stationary current signals of the wind turbine gen- 35 include using upsampling and /or downsampling techniques
erator using classical frequency spectrum analysis methods. on the frequency and /or the amplitude demodulated signals .
However, if a wind turbine generator rotates at a constant Such resampling may result in converting one or more
frequency, classical frequency spectrum analysis can be variable characteristic frequencies of at least one identified
used to identify a wind turbine generator fault effectively wind turbine generator fault into one or more constant
based on characteristic frequencies. For example , if the wind 40 values. For example, the upsampling techniques can include
turbine generator current signals or current demodulated using a constant upsampling ratio to upsample the frequency
signals are preprocessed in such a way that the variable fault and amplitude demodulated signals corresponding to the
characteristic frequencies of the wind turbine generator are current data . In some implementations, the resampling can
converted into constant values, the classical frequency spec
include using a variable downsampling step size to down
trum analysis methods can be used to detect the faults for a 45 sample the upsampled frequency and amplitude demodu
lated signals . In particular, the downsampling step size may
variable - speed wind turbine generator.
In operation , the systems described in this document can be based at least in part on an estimated shaft rotating
begin by defining both a normalized frequency of a current frequency of the wind turbine generator . In some implemen
demodulated signal 2 , as well a sampling frequency f of the tations, the downsampling step size may be selected to
current measurement. An example relationship amongst f ,, 50 ensure particular frequency sampling occurs . For example ,
the system can select a downsampling step size that ensures
fs, and 22 , is shown below by equation (43) :
that
the sampling frequency of the resampled signals is
(43)
2, (t)/20 = f (t) fs
greater than twice the wind turbine generator fault charac
where 2, (t) is expected to be constant to facilitate the fault teristic frequency such that each resampled signal can be
detection by using classical frequency spectrum analysis . 55 reconstructed from its countable sequence of samples and
Therefore , if the sampling frequency f, is changed continu contain the fault characteristic frequency (according to the
ously with f,(t) to make the right-hand side of equation (43 ) Nyquist- Shannon sampling theorem ). In some implementa
constant, 2 , (t) will eventually become constant. The above tions, the resampling can include resampling the acquired
method can include preprocessing the current demodulated current data directly in addition to resampling the frequency
signal of a wind turbine generator to obtain a constant 2 ,(t), 60 and amplitude demodulated signals . This resampling can
which can be implemented in the following example steps , include converting the variable 1P frequency to a constant
as shown in FIG . 2 .
value and monitoring a frequency spectra of the resampled
FIG . 2 is a flow chart of a process 200 for identifying a current data to detect a wind turbine generator fault .
generator fault. In short, process 200 generates an alert in
The system can monitor ( 208 ) a frequency spectra of the
response to detecting a wind turbine generator fault. The 65 resampled frequency and amplitude demodulated signals
fault may be a wind turbine generator fault having one or corresponding to the current data. The monitoring can be
more characteristic frequencies. For example, the fault may performed to identify one or more excitations at the fault
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characteristic frequency or frequencies in the frequency

window to locally normalize the frequency spectra of the

spectra . An excitation at a fault characteristic frequency in resampled frequency and amplitude demodulated signals
the frequency spectra can indicate a fault has occurred in the corresponding to the current data .
wind turbine generator. The fault may be caused by yaw
The system can extract ( 312 ) magnitudes of one or more
error, wind shear, tower shadow , blade imbalance , or aero 5 impulses in the frequency spectra to detect any wind turbine
dynamic asymmetry, just to name a few examples . Identi
generator faults. The extracted magnitudes of the impulses
fying an excitation in the frequency spectra at one of the can be used as an index to detect wind turbine generator

converted constant fault characteristic frequencies can faults in the frequency domain . In some implementations ,
include implementing an impulse detection method to dis the system can select a threshold to determine an impulse by
cover and isolate a fault componentof at least one identified 10 using a median filter. The threshold can be automatically

wind turbine generator fault. Example impulse detection

generated by setting its value to be the maximum value of

methods are described with reference to FIG . 5 below .

the output signal of the median filter. If the magnitude of the

tra of the resampled frequency and amplitude demodulated
signals can include iteratively calculating the frequency 15
spectra of the resampled signals corresponding to the current
data . In some implementations, identifying an excitation in
the frequency spectra can include locally normalizing the
frequency spectra of the resampled frequency and amplitude
demodulated signals corresponding to the current data. In 20
certain implementations, identifying an excitation in the
frequency spectra can include using a median filter to
calculate a threshold to determine the excitations in the
locally normalized frequency spectra of the frequency and
amplitude demodulated signals corresponding to the current 25
data . In some implementations, the threshold level is pre
determined by the system . In other implementations, each
wind turbine generator is set to a unique threshold level.
In response to identifying one or more excitations in the
frequency spectra at the converted constant fault character- 30
istic frequencies , the system can generate (210 ) and transmit
an alert message that indicates that a wind turbine generator

FIG . 4 is a flow chart of an example process 400 for
performing a frequency spectrum analysis. The process 400
performs the analysis using the 1P - invariant frequency . In
operation , the process 400 may begin by receiving real-time
operating current measurements i(t). The process 400 can
also include receiving or selecting particular predetermined
variables that can be applied during resampling or demodu
lation techniques. For example , the process 400 can include
receiving (402) user input that selects an upsampling ratio
M. In addition , the process 400 can also include selecting or
receiving a base value of a downsampling step size ofL. The
process 400 can additionally include receiving or selecting
(404 ) a base frequency fg. For example , the system (or a
user )may select a base frequency f, to be an averaged value
of an estimated shaft rotating frequency during a certain

In some implementations,monitoring the frequency spec

fault has been detected . The alert can be presented at or near
the wind turbine, or alternatively sent to a server system to

locally normalized frequency spectrum of the resampled
frequency or amplitude demodulated signal corresponding
to the current data is greater than the threshold at a certain
frequency point, it indicates that there is an impulse at that
frequency.

period .
As shown in FIG . 4 , the real- time operating current

be analyzed .
35 measurements i(t) can be sampled (406 ) to obtain current
FIG . 3 is a flow chart of a process 300 for detecting one samples C (n ), where n = 1, 2 , 3 ,
N and N is the length
or more impulses in a frequency spectrum . The process 300 of the current measurement. The sampling generally

can , for example, be performed by a controller configured to
detect wind turbine generator faults. The controller can
include a current sensor configured to generate current data 40
by measuring one or more stator currents of a permanent
magnet synchronous generator and measuring one or more
rotor currents of a doubly - fed induction generator. The
controller can also include a low -pass filter configured to
receive the generated current data from the current sensor 45
and an analog -to -digital converter configured to receive the
filtered current data from the low - pass filter.
The process can begin by receiving ( 302 ) a set of real
time operating current data from a wind turbine generator
during operation . The received current data can be used to 50
determine (304) frequency demodulated signals and ampli
tude demodulated signals by demodulating the current data .
The system can estimate ( 306 ) a shaft rotating frequency
of the wind turbine generator based on the frequency

includes sampling ofmeasured non -stationary current i(t) of
the wind turbine generator with a fixed sampling rate.
The process 400 includes demodulating the frequency
(408 ) and demodulating the amplitude (410 ) of the non
stationary current signal C (n ). The demodulation results in a
current frequency demodulated signal S,(n ) and a current
amplitude demodulated signal S (n ).
For the frequency demodulated signal S ,( n ), the process
400 includes estimating (412 ) the shaft rotating frequency
f_ (n ) by using the current frequency demodulated signal
S ,(n ). The process may include choosing (404 ) a base
frequency f, based on f (n ). Alternatively, the base frequency
may be predetermined before the demodulation occurs. In an
example of a permanent magnet synchronous generator, the

shaft rotating frequency can be represented by the equation
rotating frequency can be represented by the equation f,(n )=
demodulated signal corresponding to the current data. In 55 [s,(n )+fsyn ]/p. Here p is the number of pole pairs of the
some implementations, the system (or a user) may select a generator.
base frequency f, to be an averaged value of the estimated
For the amplitude demodulated signal Sa(n ), the previ

f,(n = s {n }/p . For a doubly-fed induction generator,the shaft

shaft rotating frequency during a certain period . In this way,
the quantization error due the variable downsampling rate

ously selected upsampling ratio M and a base value of
downsampling ratio L is selected (402 ). The process can
will be minimized .
60 include upsampling (414-418 ) which may represent inter
The system can resample ( 308 ) the frequency and ampli polating the shaft rotating frequency f,(n ), the frequency
tude demodulated signals of the current data based on the demodulated signal s,(n ), and the amplitude demodulated
estimated shaft rotating frequency of the wind turbine gen signal s,(n ) by a constant upsampling ratio ofM. The results
erator and calculate ( 310 ) frequency spectra of the resa
are represented by the upsampled shaft rotating frequency
mpled frequency and amplitude demodulated signals corre- 65 signal Frup (k ), the upsampled current frequency demodu
sponding to the current data . In some implementations , the lated signal Stup(k ), and the upsampled current amplitude

processor may be further programmed to use a moving

demodulated signal Saup(k ), where k = 1, 2, 3,... , MxN .
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Next, the process 400 includes a variable rate downsam
pling (420 ). For example , the process can downsample

frequency spectrum . The impulse detection method is pro
posed based on the amplitude of a 1P - invariant frequency
Sup(k ) and Sy (k ) by a variable downsampling step size. spectrum .
In this example, assume that x (f) represents the sampled
The results may include Sf,down (i) and Sa,down (i), respec
tively , where j = 1 , 2 , 3 , J and J is determined by M , N , 5 1P -invariant frequency spectrum of a current demodulated
signal, where f= 1 , 2, 3 , ... F and F is the length of x (f). The
and L. Suppose that s (n ) stands for s ( n ) or s ( n ) and S down ) process
500 includes defining the energy ofx (f) as P (f)= x ( f)
stands for Sf,down (j) or Sa,down(i) and Sup (k ) stands for and selecting
(502 ) a moving window W. If the moving
Stup (k ) or Sa,up(k ). In the downsampling process, equations window
W
is
of
length 2W + 1 is used , the energy of the data
(44) and (45) are rendered as :
10 in the window can be defined as Pw = x (f - W ) + x (f - W + 1) ++
x (f+ W ) . A ratio R (f) is defined to present the percentage of
(44 )
Scown (1)= Sup(1)
the energy at the frequency f with respect to the total energy
If SdownW = Su (k ), then ,
of the points contained in the moving window R (f)= P_ (f)/
Pw . In some implementations, the system can use a moving
Sdown (i+ 1) = Sup (k + round [L ·fufrup (k )])
(45) 15 window to locally normalize the frequency spectra of par
S

where round [L·f,/ fr,up(k )] is the variable downsampling
step size , which depends on the upsampled shaft rotating
frequency f,ip (k ). In addition , round(•) stands for rounding

ticular resampled frequency and amplitude demodulated
signals .
The process 500 includes locally normalizing (504 ) x (f)

upsampled current demodulated signal [s(n ) or Sup (k ),
respectively ) with a variable sampling frequency fy (k ),
whose value is proportional to the value of fr,up (k ). Accord

mined threshold T, it can indicate that there is an impulse at
that frequency. In operation , the threshold T is automatically
generated from the 1P -invariant frequency spectrum .
The process 500 includes filtering (506 ) R (f) using a
median filter, which is a nonlinear filter, to remove the

resulting in R (f), which represents a locally normalized

ato number
to the( )nearest
integer.toTheresampling
downsampling
processor 20 spectrum of the original frequency-domain signal x(f). If
obtain Sdown
is equivalent
the original
ing to equation (43 ) above, the normalized frequency of 25
S down (i), which is 2 down (i), is given by the following equa

R (f) at a certain frequency point is greater than a predeter

tion down ( )/21 = S down (j)/f_G ), where 2 downlj) is now a impulse . The filtered R (f) is represented by R ,(f), which is
the result of R (f) processed by themedian filter. The process
The process 400 includes calculating (422 ) the classical 500 includes selecting a threshold T by performing (508 ) a
frequency spectrum of the downsampled current demodu- 30 threshold calculation . The threshold T is generally set to be
lated signal Sdown ( ) for the fault signature extraction , which the maximum value of R ,(f). If an impulse is detected (510 )
now has a constant characteristic frequency. By using the at a fault characteristic frequency ffault in the locally nor
above method 400 , the variable 1P frequency of the wind malized frequency spectrum of S down( ), it indicates that one
turbine generator and variable characteristic frequency ffault
or more components of the wind turbine generator have a
of a wind turbine generator fault become constant values in 35 fault. This is typically an abnormal condition and as such ,
the frequency spectrum of Sdown (j). Therefore, the resulting the process 400 can determine the abnormal condition by
frequency spectrum is called the 1P -invariant frequency performing (512 ) an abnormal impulse search and if the
spectrum and the magnitude of the excitation at ffauit in the impulse is indeed abnormal, the process 400 can issue an
frequency spectrum of Sdown (i) can be used as a signature to alarm or message indicating the abnormal condition .
clearly identify and quantify wind turbine generator faults. 40 Although the various actions in FIGS. 2-5 have been
In some implementations of method 400 , the constant shown in a linear grouping as one example , the particular
constant value .

base value of the downsampling step size L is chosen based determinationsmade in the process and the order of those
on two criteria . First L should be large enough to eliminate determinationsmay vary depending on the implementation .
the quantization error due to the requirement of an integral
The following examples of experimental studies include
downsampling step size . Second , L should be small enough 45 use of a direct-drive wind turbine generator. The generator
to ensure that the sampling frequency after downsampling is includes six pole pairs and is operated in a wind tunnel. The
greater than twice the ffault frequency . In one example , L is wind tunnel can use a variable -speed fan to generate con
larger than 10. The base frequency fy is chosen to be the trollable wind flows with speeds from 0 to 10 m /s. In the
mean value of the estimated shaft rotating frequency f,(n ). experimental studies, the rotating speed of the fan is varied
Furthermore , if the measured current is sampled with a 50 to generate variable wind speed in the wind tunnel. One
sufficiently high sampling rate , as in step 406 , such that the phase stator current of the wind turbine generator is recorded
sampling frequency of the downsampled signal Sdown ( ) via a current clamp and data acquisition system at a sam
without using upsampling is greater than twice the charac
pling rate of 10 kHz. The current samples are acquired by the
teristic frequency of the wind turbine generator fault , then M
software operating on a computing system . The length of
is 1 and the upsampling steps 414-418 can be excluded . 55 each current record is 60 seconds .
Impulse Detection for the 1P -invariant Frequency Spectra Example: Blade Imbalance Detection
FIG . 5 is a flow chart of a process 500 for detecting faults
To create a blade imbalance, additional masses are added
in wind turbine generators . The process 500 provides an close to the tip of a blade of the wind turbine generator. The
impulse detection algorithm for automatic extraction of fault mass of a healthy blade is measured to be 181 grams. Four
signatures from the 1P -invariant frequency spectra . The 60 blade imbalance scenarios are tested by adding a mass of 2.3
1P - invariant frequency spectra of the current demodulated grams, 4.5 grams, 6.8 grams, and 9 grams, respectively, to
signals usually have non -stationary amplitudes . Therefore, a a blade. Therefore, the weight of the blade is increased by
localized process for impulse detection from the frequency 1.25 % , 2.5 % , 3.75 % , and 5 % , respectively. During the
spectra is employed . In a 1P -invariant frequency spectrum , experiments , the wind turbine generator is operated at vari
the magnitude at one frequency represents the energy of the 65 able speeds in the range of 6-13 Hz , which represents the
time-domain signal at that frequency . If the energy around a variable 1P frequency . The proposed methods above are
certain frequency is high , it will generate an impulse in the applied to obtain the 1P -invariant Power Spectral Density
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( PSD ) of the estimated shaft rotating frequency of the wind readable storage device or in a propagated signal, for execu
turbine generator for the four blade imbalance scenarios and tion by a programmable processor; and method steps can be
the baseline case . In the proposed methods, the base fre performed by a programmable processor executing a pro
quency f, is chosen to be 10 Hz and the base value of the gram of instructions to perform functions of the described
downsampling step size L is 100. In the experiments , 5 implementations by operating on input data and generating
excitations are observed at the fixed 1P frequency of 10 Hz output. The described features can be implemented advan
in the 1P - invariant PSD plots in the blade imbalance sce tageously in one or more computer programs that are
narios. Thus, the magnitude of this excitation provides an executable on a programmable system including at least one
effective index for detecting blade imbalance faults . The programmable processor coupled to receive data and
greater the magnitude of the excitation appears at the 1P 10 instructions from , and to transmit data and instructions to , a
frequency , the higher degree of the blade imbalance . There
data storage system , at least one input device , and at least
fore, the proposed methods can not only identify, but can one output device. A computer program is a set of instruc
also quantify the degree of blade imbalance of the wind tions that can be used , directly or indirectly , in a computer
to perform a certain activity or bring about a certain result .
turbine generator.
Example : Bent Blade Detection
15 A computer program can be written in any form of pro
A bent blade is a blade of a wind turbine generator that gramming language, including compiled or interpreted lan
twists flapwise or edgewise from the respective normal. A guages, and it can be deployed in any form , including as a
bent blade may also generate an imbalance fault in the wind stand -alone program or as a module, component, subroutine ,
turbine generator. During the experiments , one blade of the or other unit suitable for use in a computing environment.
wind turbine is bent edgewise at 2 , 4 , and 6 degrees, 20 Suitable processors for the execution of a program of
respectively.
instructions include , by way of example, both general and
In the experimental studies, an excitation appears at a special purpose microprocessors, and the sole processor or
fixed frequency of 1P (10 Hz) in the 1P - invariant PSD plots one of multiple processors of any kind of computer . Gen
of the bent blade cases. The magnitude of the 1P excitation erally, a processor will receive instructions and data from a
provides an effective index for detecting and quantifying the 25 read -only memory or a random access memory or both . The
bent blade faults. Since the wind turbine is operated in the essential elements of a computer are a processor for execut
wind tunnel during the experiments and there is no wind ing instructions and one or more memories for storing
shear or yaw error in the wind tunnel, there is no excitation instructions and data . Generally, a computer will also
at 2P frequency in the experimental results,which is another include, or be operatively coupled to communicate with , one
characteristic frequency of aerodynamic asymmetries .
30 or more mass storage devices for storing data files ; such
In certain implementations, a generic computing system devices includemagnetic disks, such as internal hard disks
can be used for the operations described in association with and removable disks; magneto-optical disks; and optical
any of the computer-implement methods, controllers , or disks . Storage devices suitable for tangibly embodying
systems described previously. The generic computing sys
computer program instructions and data include all forms of
tem can include a processor, a memory , a storage device , and 35 non - volatile memory, including by way of example semi
an input/output device, for example. Each of the processor, conductor memory devices, such as EPROM , EEPROM ,
memory , storage device , and /or input/output device can be and flash memory devices; cloud-based memory devices and
interconnected using a system bus . The processor is capable disks,magnetic disks such as internal hard disks and remov
of processing instructions for execution within the generic able disks; magneto -optical disks; and CD -ROM and DVD
computing system . In one implementation , the processor is 40 ROM disks. The processor and the memory can be supple
a single- threaded processor. In another implementation , the mented by, or incorporated in, ASICs (application -specific
processor is a multi -threaded processor. The processor is integrated circuits ).
capable of processing instructions stored in the memory or
To provide for interaction with a user, the features can be
on the storage device to display graphical information for a implemented on a computer having a display device such as
45 a CRT (cathode ray tube ) or LCD (liquid crystal display )
user interface on the input/output device .
The memory stores information within the generic com
monitor for displaying information to the user and a key
puting system . In one implementation , the memory is a board and a pointing device such as a mouse or a trackball
computer-readable medium . In one implementation , the by which the user can provide input to the computer.
memory is a volatile memory unit. In another implementa
The features can be implemented in a computer system
50 that includes a back -end component, such as a data server,
tion , the memory is a non - volatile memory unit.
The storage device is capable of providing mass storage or that includes a middleware component, such as an appli
for the generic computing system . In one implementation , cation server or an Internet server, or that includes a front
the storage device is a computer-readable medium . In vari end component, such as a client computer having a graphical
ous different implementations , the storage device may be a user interface or an Internet browser, or any combination of
floppy disk device , a hard disk device, an optical disk 55 them . The components of the system can be connected by
device , or a tape device .
any form or medium of digital data communication such as
The input /output device provides input /output operations a communication network . Examples of communication
for the generic computing system . In one implementation , networks include, e.g., a LAN , a WAN , and the computers
the input/output device includes a keyboard and /or pointing and networks forming the Internet.
device. In another implementation , the input/output device 60 The computer system can include clients and servers. A
includes a display unit for displaying graphical user inter client and server are generally remote from each other and
faces.
typically interact through a network , such as the described
The features described can be implemented in digital one. The relationship of client and server arises by virtue of
electronic circuitry, or in computer hardware , firmware , computer programs running on the respective computers and
software , or in combinations of them . The apparatus can be 65 having a client- server relationship to each other.
implemented in a computer program product tangibly
A computer program (also known as a program , software,
embodied in an information carrier , e.g. , in a machine
software application , script, or code ) can be written in any
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form of programming language, including compiled or

cases be excised from the combination , and the claimed

interpreted languages, or declarative or procedural lan
combination may be directed to a subcombination or varia
guages, and it can be deployed in any form , including as a tion of a subcombination .
standalone program or as a module , component, subroutine ,
Similarly ,while operations are depicted in the drawings in
or other unit suitable for use in a computing environment. A 5 a particular order , this should not be understood as requiring
computer program does not necessarily correspond to a file that such operations be performed in the particular order
or in sequential order, or that all illustrated operations
in a file system . A program can be stored in a portion of a shown
performed , to achieve desirable results. In certain cir
file that holds other programs or data (e.g., one or more be
, multitasking and parallel processing may be
scripts stored in a markup language document), in a single 10 cumstances
. Moreover, the separation of various system
file dedicated to the program in question , or in multiple advantageous
components
in
embodiments described above should not
coordinated files ( e.g., files that store one or more modules, be understood the
requiring such separation in all embodi
sub programs, or portions of code). A computer program can ments, and it asshould
be understood that the described
be deployed to be executed on one computer or on multiple program components and
systems can generally be inte
computers that are located at one site or distributed across 15 grated together in a single software
product or packaged into
multiple sites and interconnected by a communication net multiple software products.
work .
A number of implementations have been described . Nev
The processes and logic flows described in this specifi ertheless , it will be understood that various modifications
cation can be performed by one or more programmable may be made without departing from the spirit and scope of
processors executing one or more computer programs to 20 the systems, devices, methods and techniques described
perform functions by operating on input data and generating here . For example, various forms of the flows shown above
output. The processes and logic flows can also be performed may be used , with steps re -ordered , added , or removed . It
by, and apparatus can also be implemented as, special will be appreciated that any appropriate time intervalmay be
purpose logic circuitry, e.g., an FPGA (field programmable used to make the determinations described above , and that

gate array ) or an ASIC ( application specific integrated 25 the determinations may be made using any appropriate
number of data points within the time interval. Accordingly ,

circuit ).
Processors suitable for the execution of a computer pro

gram include, by way of example, both general and special
purpose microprocessors, and any one or more processors of
any kind of digital computer . Generally, a processor will
receive instructions and data from a read only memory or a
random access memory or both . The essential elements of a
computer are a processor for performing instructions and
one or more memory devices for storing instructions and
data . Generally, a computer will also include , or be opera
tively coupled to receive data from or transfer data to , or
both ,one or more mass storage devices for storing data, e.g.,
magnetic, magneto optical disks, or optical disks. However,

other implementations are within the scope of the following
claims.

What is claimed is:

30

35

1. A computer- implemented wind turbine generator fault
detection method executed by at least one processor, the
method comprising :
receiving, by the at least one processor, current data from
a wind turbine generator during operation, the current
data being sampled at a first sampling frequency :

determining, by the at least one processor, a frequency

demodulated signal and an amplitude demodulated
signal by frequency demodulating and amplitude
demodulating
the current data;
a computer need not have such devices.
40
resampling, by the at least one processor, the frequency
To provide for interaction with a user, embodiments of the
demodulated signal and amplitude demodulated signal
subject matter described in this specification can be imple
corresponding to the current data using a second ,
mented on a computer having a display device , e.g., a CRT
different sampling frequency in order to convert a
( cathode ray tube ) or LCD ( liquid crystal display ) monitor,
variable 1 P frequency of the wind turbine to a constant
for displaying information to the user and a keyboard and a 45
value ;
pointing device , e.g. , a mouse or a trackball , by which the
monitoring respective frequency spectra of the resampled
user can provide input to the computer. Other kinds of
frequency demodulated signal and amplitude demodu
devices can be used to provide for interaction with a user as
lated signal corresponding to the current data to iden
well ; for example, feedback provided to the user can be any
tify excitations in the frequency spectra ; and
form of sensory feedback , e.g., visual feedback , auditory 50 in response to identifying an excitation in the frequency
feedback , or tactile feedback ; and input from the user can be
spectra at a frequency that is characteristic of a wind
received in any form , including acoustic, speech , or tactile
turbine generator fault , generating and transmitting an
input.
alert that indicates that a wind turbine generator fault is
detected .
While this specification contains many specific imple
mentation details , these should not be construed as limita- 55 2. The method of claim 1 , wherein the wind turbine
tions on the scope of any invention or of what may be generator fault is a fault having one or more characteristic
claimed , but rather as descriptions of features that may be frequencies.
specific to particular embodiments of particular inventions.
3. The method of claim 1 , further comprising :
Certain features that are described in this specification in the
resampling the current data , the resampling including
context of separate embodiments can also be implemented in 60
converting the variable 1 P frequency to a constant
combination in a single embodiment. Conversely, various
value; and
features that are described in the contextof a single embodi
monitoring a frequency spectra of the resampled current
ment can also be implemented in multiple embodiments
data to detect a wind turbine generator fault.
separately or in any suitable subcombination . Moreover,
4. The method of claim 1, wherein receiving the current
although features may be described above as acting in 65 data from the wind turbine generator during operation
certain combinations and even initially claimed as such , one comprises measuring one phase of a stator or rotor current
or more features from a claimed combination can in some

in the wind turbine generator.
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5. The method of claim 1, further comprising using the

15. The controller of claim 14 wherein the processor is

7. The method of claim 6 wherein the upsampling tech
upsample the frequency demodulated signal and amplitude
demodulated signal corresponding to the current data .
8. The method of claim 6 , further comprising using a
variable downsampling step size to downsample the

17. The controller of claim 14 , wherein the processor is
impulse by using a median filter.
18. The controller of claim 14 further comprising :
a current sensor configured to generate current data by
measuring one or more stator currents of a permanent

frequency demodulated signal corresponding to the current further programmed to select a base frequency f, to be an
data to calculate a shaft rotating frequency of the wind averaged value of the estimated shaft rotating frequency.
16. The controller of claim 14 , wherein the processor is
turbine generator.
6. The method of claim 1, further comprising using 5 further programmed to use a moving window to locally
upsampling and downsampling techniques to resample the normalize the frequency spectra of the resampled frequency
frequency demodulated signal and amplitude demodulated demodulated signal and amplitude demodulated signal cor
responding to the current data .
signal corresponding to the current data .

niques comprise using a constant upsampling ratio to 10 further programmed to select a threshold to determine an

upsampled frequency demodulated signal and amplitude 15
demodulated signal corresponding to the current data , in
which the downsampling step size is based at least in part on

magnet synchronous generator and measuring one or
more rotor currents of a doubly -fed induction genera
tor;

an estimated shaft rotating frequency of the wind turbine
a low -pass filter configured to receive the generated
generator.
current data from the current sensor; and
9. Themethod ofclaim 8 , wherein the downsampling step 20 an analog -to -digital converter configured to receive the
size is selected to ensure that the second sampling frequency
filtered current data from the low -pass filter .
of the resampled signals is greater than twice the character
19. A system for monitoring current to predict wind
turbine generate faults comprising:
istic frequency of a wind turbine generator fault .

10. The method of claim 1 , wherein identifying an exci
tation in the frequency spectra at a frequency that is char- 25

acteristic of a wind turbine generator fault comprises imple
menting an impulse detection method to discover and isolate
a fault component of the at least one identified wind turbine
generator fault.
11. The method of claim 1, wherein monitoring the 30
respective frequency spectra of the resampled frequency
demodulated signal and amplitude demodulated signal com
prises iteratively calculating the frequency spectra of the
resampled frequency demodulated signal and amplitude
35
demodulated signal corresponding to the current data .
12. The method of claim 1, further comprising locally
normalizing the frequency spectra of the resampled fre
quency demodulated signal and amplitude demodulated
signal corresponding to the current data .

13. The method of claim 12 , further comprising using a 40
median filter to calculate a threshold to determine the

excitations in the locally normalized frequency spectra of
the resampled frequency demodulated signal and amplitude
demodulated signal corresponding to the current data .

14. A controller configured to detect wind turbine gen- 45
erator faults having a processor programmed to :
receive real- time operating current data from a wind
turbine generator during operation of the wind turbine
generator, the current data being sampled at a first
50
sampling frequency :
determine a frequency demodulated signal and an ampli
tude demodulated signal by frequency demodulating
and amplitude demodulating the current data ;
estimate a shaft rotating frequency of the wind turbine
generator based on the frequency demodulated signal 55
corresponding to the current data ;
resample the frequency demodulated signal and ampli
tude demodulated signal of the current data based on
the estimated shaft rotating frequency of the wind
turbine generator and using a second , different sam- 60
pling frequency ;
calculate respective frequency spectra of the resampled
frequency demodulated signal and amplitude demodu
lated signal corresponding to the current data ; and
extract one or more impulses in the frequency spectra to 65
detect wind turbine generator faults in a frequency
domain .

a current sensor configured to acquire current data from
an operating wind turbine generator; and
a processor connected to receive the current data from the
current sensor, the processor programmed to :
receive, from the current sensor, current data from a
wind turbine generator during operation of the wind

turbine generator, the current data being sampled at
a first sampling frequency;
determine a frequency demodulated signal and an
amplitude demodulated signal by frequency
demodulating and amplitude demodulating the cur
rent data ;
resample the frequency demodulated signal and ampli
tude demodulated signal corresponding to the cur
rent data using a second, different sampling fre
quency in order to convert a variable 1 P frequency

of the wind turbine to a constant value;
monitoring respective frequency spectra of the resa

mpled frequency demodulated signal and amplitude
demodulated signal corresponding to the current data
to identify excitations in the frequency spectra ; and
in response to identifying an excitation in the frequency
spectra at a frequency that is characteristic of a wind
turbine generator fault, generating and transmitting
an alert that indicates that a wind turbine generator
fault is detected .

20. The currentmonitoring system of claim 19 , wherein
the processor is further programmed to upsample the fre
quency demodulated signal and amplitude demodulated
signal corresponding to the current data with a constant
upsampling ratio .
21. The current monitoring system of claim 20, wherein
the processor is further programmed to upsample using an
upsampling ratio that samples at a frequency that is greater
than twice the frequency of one of the variable fault char
acteristic frequencies.
22. The current monitoring system of claim 19 , wherein
the processor is further programmed to downsample the
frequency demodulated signal and amplitude demodulated
signal using a variable downsampling step size , the down
sampling step size dependent upon a shaft rotating fre
quency of the wind turbine generator.
23. The current monitoring system of claim 19 , wherein

the processor is further programmed to detect wind turbine
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generator faults based on a magnitude of the one or more
teristic frequencies in the frequency spectra of the resampled
frequency demodulated signal and amplitude demodulated

identified excitations at a converted constant fault charac
signal.
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